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Draft of chapter to appear in Routledge Handbook of Language and Superdiversity: An 

Interdisciplinary Perspective (forthcoming 2018) 

LINGUISTIC PRACTICES, SOCIAL IDENTITIES AND SPORT 

Lian Malai Madsen 

INTRODUCTION 

Research combining an interest in linguistic practices, social identities and sport has a relatively 

short history, but sport has for a while been treated as a topic worth serious attention in social 

research, notably by sociologists such as Nobert Elias and Pierre Bourdieu. Their social theories 

have been highly influential within the sociology of sports and its development as a scientific field, 

and the work of both scholars points to close connections between sport and more general societal 

dynamics. Elias (Elias and Dunning1986) describes how the development of sport has been related 

to the emergence of the modern state and part of the civilising process connected to this, and 

Bourdieu (1978) reflects on how sports function as practices of social class distinction as well as on 

the construction of sport as a particular social and scientific field. Since the 1990s constructions and 

negotiations of social identities have received increasing attention within the sociology of sports 

(MacClancy 1996; Maguire 1999; Harris and Parker 2009), and various studies focus on how 

people perform and ascribe individual and collective identities through their sports practice, 

affiliation and/or consumption. The role language plays in these sport-related identity processes, 

however, has been less of a concern until more recently (e.g. Lavric et al. 2008; Fuller 2006; Halone 

and Meân 2010; Madsen 2015; Ringbom 2012), although sport has become a potentially significant 

sociolinguistic research site with the current prominent focus on language, identities and 

globalisation which often attend to popular culture as well as transnational interest communities and 

networks. 
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Drawing on existing research from sociological and anthropological studies of sport as well as 

recent sociolinguistics and linguistic ethnography, this chapter discusses the ways in which sport 

relates to language and social identities and how contemporary research interested in globalisation 

and super-diversity may see the combination of the three as a fruitful research cocktail. Some basic 

questions to ask in the first place are: what can we learn about sport by looking into (sport-related) 

linguistic practices and social categorisations? And, more importantly, with the focus of this volume 

in sight, what do we learn about language, identities and super-diversity from studying sport? 

Ultimately, these questions should make us consider: To what extent does sport as such make a 

distinctive contribution to sociolinguistic research? To approach these questions, I first consider 

developments in the field of social research on sport and social identities. I move on to sketch two 

different approaches to sport in relation to language, identity and diversity related to the questions 

posed above: 1) research with a primary interest in sport itself, which investigates identity, diversity 

and language to gain insights about sport; and 2) research attending to sport as part of human social 

life, but with a primary interest in identity, diversity and language. I continue by reflecting on the 

methodological and theoretical approaches these different perspectives imply, and touch upon some 

methodological and theoretical issues raised by contemporary societal conditions such as those 

labelled super-diversity. Finally, a central theme of recent research on sport and socio-cultural 

diversity has been the political and pedagogical potential of sport to help manage differences and 

create coherence in and across societies (Dagkas and Armour 2012; Dagkas and Curry, this volume;  

Segaert et al. 2012; Agergaard and Bonde 2013). The chapter concludes with a discussion of such 

ideas and of the new debates and challenges they raise. I base my discussion of these issues on 

insights from a multilevel sociolinguistic and ethnographic case study of an urban martial arts 

community (Madsen 2015). I argue that although research appears to be building a case for seeing 

sport as a specific research domain (an independent field) and this opens up an interesting social 
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venue for research, it would be unwise to essentialise the social processes occurring there as 

’sportive’ and to ignore their overlap with other domains. 

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES 

Although the sociology of sports has existed as a distinct sub-discipline of sociology since the 

1960s (with the foundation of the International Association for the Sociology of Sports in 1965 and 

its associated journal in 1966), a positioning as a minority discipline still seems to characterise 

publications within the field until the 1990s. For instance, Snyder and Spreitzer (1974: 467) taking 

stock of the field in a sociology journal, open with: “The SOCIOLOGY of sport has yet to become 

a mainline speciality within the discipline, and some might question whether it should be” (capital 

in original), and twelve years later MacClancy (1996: 1) begins the introduction to a volume about 

sport, identity and ethnicity in a similar tone: “Until fairly recently most sociologists, and social 

historians and many anthropologists have neglected sport as a potentially fruitful object of study” 

(bold in original). The neglect of sport as a topic worthy of social scientific investigation is 

explained by a tendency to view sport as merely entertainment and not an integral part of the “real” 

social, cultural and economic life. But as MacClancy (1996:1-2) also argues sport is part of one of 

the world’s largest industries (of leisure, entertainment and tourism), a major arena for global 

political disputes and plays a central part in the lives of millions of people. So there are strong 

arguments for studying sport as a researcher interested in human social life. The work of Elias and 

Bourdieu which must be considered mainline sociology, suggests that sport has not been entirely 

neglected, but the vast majority of work on sport and social identities does seem to have been 

published after MacClancy’s volume.  

Both Elias and Bourdieu engage with sport from their general theoretical perspectives. Elias and 

Dunning characterise sport as a leisure activity “where excitement can be enjoyed without its 
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socially and personally dangerous implications” (1986: 90). They consider the emergence of 

modern sport as closely related to the general modernisation and civilising processes that, according 

to Elias (1978), has taken place since the Middle Ages and involves, for instance, state monopoly of 

physical power as a significant trait. This development entails the psychological implications of 

individuals’ self-control and thereby emotional repression and sport can thus be seen as a controlled 

outlet for otherwise restrained excitement when seen as part of the civilising process. In Elias and 

Dunning’s work we find accounts of social identity aspects, particularly, in their discussions of 

football, violence and hooliganism. According to Dunning and his colleagues (Elias and Dunning 

1986; chapter 8 and 9) social classes have developed differently with the respect to how fully they 

have participated in the civilising process and internalised sports game rules. So through the case of 

football spectatorship, social bonding and hooliganism they argue that lower-class youth do not 

follow civilised rules to the same extent as middle-class sports practitioners and spectators, but still 

engage in violent rituals of masculinity (Elias and Dunning 1986: 244). Social class differences are 

also central to Bourdieu’s discussion of sport, as he describes modern sport as originally developed 

from popular vulgar games by the societal elites (in boys’ boarding schools), and the participation 

in sport beyond adolescence as predominantly the privilege of higher-classes. Through this history, 

modern sport became associated with courage, forming manliness and character, and similar to 

Dunning, Bourdieu describes the following of rules, “the will to win within the rules”, as an 

aristocratic disposition as opposed to the more plebeian “victory at all costs” (Bourdieu 1978: 824-

25). Sport, however, has also been considered equalising practices by some scholars viewing sport 

as a social arena where people can participate on similar terms and possibly escape their 

disadvantaged backgrounds (Kraft and Brummet 2009: 14). I will return such perspectives below.                

The relationship between sport and social identities as it is treated in these sociological approaches 

is of course very generalised (and mostly related to social class although, more indirectly, also to 
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gender). However, we gain useful insights into the historical context of sport from such reflections 

on the origins of modern sport and its relation to wider societal dynamics of social differences and 

inequalities, and they may inform more situated case studies of the relation between sport and social 

identities (and linguistic practices). According to Harris and Parker (2009: 6), MacClancy (1996) 

was one of the first to publish a collection of such situated studies investigating social identity in 

relation to sport (but none particularly about language). He describes in the introduction to this 

volume how sports “[…] help to define moral and political community. They are vehicles of 

identity, providing people with a sense of difference and a way of classifying themselves and 

others, whether latitudinally or hierarchically” (MacClancy 1996: 2), and he characterises sport as 

“a central aspect of the globalization of culture, and of the local resistance to it” (MacClancy 1996: 

17). The collection includes chapters on a range of sports disciplines and national contexts from 

Turkish wrestling to Venetian regatta. The studies involve historical accounts and discussions of the 

particular disciplines and their implications for identity work, in particular, ethnicity. When close 

empirical observations are included these are based on interview data. A couple of recent 

collections about sport and social identities which refer to MacClancy as significant inspiration are 

Harris and Parker (2009) with a particular focus on theoretical refinement of the concepts of social 

identities, and Dine and Crosson (2010) discussing sport specifically in relation to European 

identities. Common to both collections is the inclusion of a wide range of sport-related phenomena 

ranging from casual practice to professional level, and including sport practitioners as well as sport 

media and different sport professions (e.g. sport medics). Likewise both collections seem to involve 

a development towards understanding social identities less as distinctive categories linked to 

identity politics and more as intersectional contextualised achievements. The focus shifts to “the 

politics of recognition and redistribution” (Harris and Parker 2009: 10) and to “representation” of 

social positions as well as “governance” processes related to sport (Dine and Crosson 2010). A 
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good part of the recent identity focussed sport studies have been concerned with gender relations, 

and this line of research combines several of the tendencies of the works I have discussed here, as it 

investigates gender identities, inequality and discursive constructions and representation (Fuller 

2006; Wellard 2007).  

CORE ISSUES AND TOPICS  

This brief description of some of the influential developments within the sociology of sport with 

respect to social identity research illustrates well five themes that are more generally central to 

trends in existing research on sport, linguistic practices and social identities and to the discussion of 

the theoretical, methodological and socio-political debates I wish to bring up here. These are: 

 A concern with sport as significant and distinctive research object 

 Sport as closely related to social stratification and categorisation (ethnic, national, gendered, 

classed etc.) and to inequality and power 

 Discursive and representational aspects of sport (linguistic practices)  

 Sport as a globalized, transnational activity 

 Sport as civilising and socialising (and thereby a potential means to overcome differences 

and inequality)  

We shall now turn to consider the theoretical and methodological implications of these themes and 

to how they are relevant to sociolinguistics and super-diversity. 

As the previous section suggests social identity studies of sport have predominantly been carried out 

by sociologists, historians and anthropologists. More specifically this research has been labelled 

sociology-, anthropology- or history of sport. A basic theoretical assumption for such sub-

disciplines is of course that sport matters to human life as well as to human and social science, and 
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that it is meaningful as a distinct discipline. In most of the recent work social identities are 

conceptualised as a combination of self- and other-definition generated both internally (self-image) 

and externally (public image) (Harris and Parker 2009: 4), and the focus is how: “people might 

adopt multiple identities in and through sport, how sports as embodied practices might generate a 

sense of political significance and leverage, and how sporting identities are negotiated and contested 

within particular cultural contexts” (Harris and Parker 2009: 9). Some of the collections as 

described, however, cover a wide range of seemingly rather different phenomena and cultural 

contexts under the headline of sport and identities and thereby further appear to rest on the 

assumption that there are sufficiently similar qualities about, for instance, media coverage of sport 

events, leisure sport and professional athletes to make these contribute to the same research agenda. 

But are the social identity processes in all these contexts similar and comparable? Are the ways in 

which such different social and communicative encounters lead to knowledge about social identities 

more similar across these contexts than, for instance, in leisure communities across a range of 

interest spheres? Or sport and art professionals? Or consumption of sport and popular music goods? 

In other words, does the sport-relatedness in itself constitute an ontologically distinctive element to 

studies of social identities? Or does it rather reflect the constitution of sport as an independent 

scientific field? According to Bourdieu (1978) the construction of sport as scientific field is a sign 

of the existence of sport as a social field, in this way, of course, the existence of sport as research 

discipline in itself makes it an interesting object of study for sociology. This, however, is mainly the 

case if the primary research interest is sport or social fields as such as has been the case in the 

research I have discussed so far. But what about sports in sociolinguistic research with a primary 

interest in linguistic practices and identities, in what way does it make theoretical sense to engage 

with sports in such research?    
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Due to the disciplinary affiliation the research described above has predominantly been informed by 

social theories and predominantly employed interviewing as empirical research method, and 

although there is an increasing interest for discursive aspects of sport, linguistics and sociolinguistic 

sport studies are very limited. The main occupation with language in studies of sport and identities 

has been as discourses and rhetoric surrounding sport (e.g. Fuller 2006; Brummet 2009) or as 

registers related to specific sport activities and associated with particular socio-cultural capital (e.g. 

Lavric et al. 2008; Schneider 2014). Such studies clearly involve sociolinguistic perspectives and 

linguistic discourse analysis, but what is their theoretical reasoning for focussing on sport 

specifically? Fuller (2006) collects a number of case studies with the main aim to discuss gender 

and gender inequality in sport and their associated discourses and rhetoric, and the rationale for the 

focus of this volume is that sport and language surrounding them have a particular history of male 

domination, and this makes the combination interesting for investigating gender relations. The 

volume edited by Lavric et al. (2008) has a primary interest in language related specifically to 

football. It includes studies ranging from surveys of football vocabulary to multilingual 

communication and language learning in diverse football teams and these involve some interaction 

analysis. The introduction states that “the articles in this book clearly show how promising and 

fruitful, in terms of insights into both domains such an undertaking [connecting linguistics and 

football] can be” (Lavric 2008: 5), but it is not further elaborated what type of insights exactly these 

may be or what more general theoretical perspectives such undertaking involves. Several of the 

studies in the volume, however, illustrate a significant reason for engaging with sport in 

contemporary sociolinguistics, which is also why a section on sport is included in this handbook. 

By virtue of its globally widespread popularity, and the transnational and cross-cultural contact and 

interaction it often involves, sport has become a productive site for studying globalisation processes 

(Maguire 1999; Markovits and Rensmann 2010) and the super-diversity these entail, of course, also 
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complicate categorisation and stratification. So in tune with the aim of capturing contemporary 

social and linguistic diversity and mobility, sociolinguistic research has also turned to sport (e.g. 

Ringbom 2012; Kytölä 2014). Still, the question remains if sport offers distinctive insights that 

differ from those gained by investigating other areas of cultural life, and I shall return to this 

towards the end of this chapter.  

In the next section I shall discuss how the focus on sport in relation to socio-cultural diversity, has 

also involved a political and welfare-ideological direction seeing sport as means of managing 

differences and creating social inclusion. This more socio-political aspect of sport, identities and 

diversity is discussed in relation to the case study of a martial arts club, which will be the starting 

point of my concluding discussion of sports in contemporary sociolinguistics. 

Recent work within the sociology of sport amply documents an existing assumption that 

participation in organised recreational activities such as sports clubs can enhance cultural cohesion 

in contexts of intense diversity and strengthen the integration and inclusion of minority or socially 

marginalised youth (e.g. Dagkas and Armour 2012; Dagkas and Curry this volume; Segaert et al. 

2012; Agergaard and Bonde 2013). Some of these ideas are related to particular ideologies 

influencing the social field of sport. Munk and Lind (2004) discuss these in relation to sport in 

Denmark, and based on Bourdieu’s theory applied to data from interviews with agents in central 

posts in the national sports organisations, they identify four different logics governing the sport 

field. These are: the pedagogical, the welfare-ideological, the economic and the sports-cultural 

logics. The assumptions about sport as a means for integration and inclusion are related to partly the 

pedagogical logic, which considers sport to have an educational function, to lead to enlightenment, 

and, in sociological terms, cultural and social reproduction, as well as to the welfare-ideological 

logic, which sees sport is a vehicle for improving the common welfare in society. So the ideologies 

governed by these logics result in ideas of integration of marginalised social groups through sport, 
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or of sport as a means of improving the general public’s well-being. While these ideologies, 

reproduced in discourses, emphasise a sports for society’s sake-view, they co-exist with a sports for 

sports’ sake view, which according to Bourdieu (1978) has to be present for sports to be defined as 

a social field in the first place. Thus, politicians, sports administrators and practitioners maintain 

that sport is not only organised and practiced for sport’s sake, but that participation in sport and 

other organised leisure activities benefits society by enhancing fellowship and shared values. 

Politicians assume that participation in sports club communities leads to acquisition of democratic 

values and, ultimately, to more successful life trajectories (Madsen 2015: chapter 2).  

Some problems with these ideas and particularly their implementation in sports-political projects 

are that they rarely take into consideration exactly how membership of a sports club leads to 

inclusion and they seem to assume that participants are accepted in a club community merely based 

on shared interests. Conditions for participation, community-based power relations, and processes 

of inclusion and exclusion within the community are often not investigated in detail. This leads to a 

lack of consideration of how different sports ideologies and discourses may play out between sports 

practitioners and relate to different ways of orienting to sports skills and social status positioning 

(Madsen 2015). In addition, dominating political discourses on cultural differences, integration, and 

leisure sports include understandings of cultures as discrete and closely linked to ethno-national 

belonging. A key assumption is that it is important to improve cultural cohesion in contemporary 

diverse (but previously less diverse) societies and that participation in organised sports can play a 

central part in successful socialisation into suitable citizens. These assumptions inevitably relate to 

understandings of what identity is and how identity relates to culture and activities (Madsen 2015).  

Like in recent sociology, current approaches to identity within sociolinguistics are influenced by 

poststructuralist thinking and emphasise that identity is the product rather than the source of 

linguistic and other semiotic practices, such as sports-related activities as we have seen above 
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(Harris and Parker 2009). In linguistic ethnographic approaches, however, there is a particular 

concern with how identities may be linguistically indexed through labels, implicatures, stances, 

styles or features; and with how identity work does not merely involve strategically controlled acts, 

but may also ‘leak’ from our behaviour in less controlled ways (Coupland 2007: 111; Bucholtz and 

Hall 2005: 585). In the final section of this chapter I will report from my ethnographic and linguistic 

study which includes this perspective on social identities and linguistic practise. The study 

interrogates assumptions about sports, diversity and integration by looking in detail at social 

processes actually occurring among young martial arts practitioners in Copenhagen (Madsen 2015). 

It points to the importance of reckoning with community-constructed social hierarchies, peer-

practices and the local processes of inclusion and exclusion, and it illustrates the potential of 

employing linguistic ethnography to study linguistic constructions and sequences of interaction 

situated in a specific social community. 

NEW DEBATES  

From August 2004 to June 2005, I collected data in a taekwondo club in Copenhagen in an 

environment which could be characterised as super-diverse. I carried out participant-observation in 

the club 3-4 days a week (from 4pm to about 7pm, when the young members were present in the 

club)
i
. I was also present at a few fighting competitions during weekends in the field work period. 

Based on my observations, I chose to focus on 16 young members (aged 10-15) who agreed to 

participate in my study. The participants recorded themselves during their time in the club before 

and after the training sessions. I collected video-recordings of group conversations among the 

participants and carried out group-interviews as well as individual interviews. My linguistic 

ethnographic research method meant that I combined analytical frameworks provided by linguistics 

with those of ethnography. I started with ethnographic and linguistic micro-analyses of situated 

interactions among the participants and related these to broader processes of social typification and 
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discursive formations. Although for this purpose of discussing the overall results I will present them 

the other way around.   

The sport practiced in this club was the Korean martial art, taekwondo. According to the narrative 

reproduced within the taekwondo community, in very broad terms, this martial art developed from 

various organised weapon-less fighting systems which were in ancient times mainly practised in 

military training. The martial art developed into a form of competitive sport, practised for example 

at folk festivals, and the more philosophical aspects of the training were influenced by 

Confucianism and Buddhism. The history of taekwondo in Denmark began in 1968 when two 

Dutch black-belts spent the summer teaching interested Danes. During the 1970’s Korean masters 

from Holland and Germany visited Denmark regularly, and in 1975 the Danish Taekwondo 

Federation was established. In the field of sports in Denmark generally, taekwondo must still be 

considered a relatively minor sport, but it is the most popular among the martial arts practised in 

Denmark (Madsen 2015: chapter 2).  

The name, taekwondo, could in brief be translated into ‘the way of the foot and the hand’. 

Taekwondo, as it is practised in Danish clubs today, carries traces of both its history as Korean 

military fighting training (e.g. standing in lines according to rank, being punished with push-ups) 

and its influence from Buddhist philosophy (e.g. philosophical speeches and principle, breathing 

and mediation exercises). Apart from basic technique training (of kicking, blocking, hitting etc.), 

training also includes special self-defence exercises and fighting training aimed at competition. 

Fighting full contact with body and head protection is the most established and popular competition 

form (and also the competitive Olympic discipline). Danish pedagogical ideas and insights from the 

sciences of sports influenced the training methods in the club as well. For instance, children were 

not expected to keep concentration and act disciplined for more than short periods of time, the 

physical exercise punishments were in general rather symbolic, and in particular during the very 
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frequent competition training on a high level, the strict discipline tended to be replaced by more 

modern and relaxed methods (the elite fighters did not always stand in lines or wear the taekwondo 

suit, for instance).  

The combination of the historical background and influence from the science of sports and 

pedagogy are important to the specific sport practiced in the club, but another equally significant 

dimension to consider for this discussion is the club as a participant in the larger field of association 

sports in Denmark. The club participated in various local sports-political projects and these 

activities were founded in the view that involvement in the club enabled social integration. But the 

taekwondo club was simultaneously understood as a leisure ‘sports for all’ community and as a 

competitively competent elite community. Furthermore, adult leaders sometimes emphasised both 

general socialising qualities and sports-specific elite aspects to serve partly economic interests (e.g. 

in funding applications) and adult members also understood the social benefits as inherent qualities 

of the sport itself. More importantly, competition and social fellowship were not only relevant to 

how adult practitioners in national sports organisations or the instructors and board members in the 

club presented and engaged with leisure sports. These social dimensions also proved significant 

structuring principles in the social order of the children and adolescents.  

This could, for instance, be seen through a range of observable practices that the participants in my 

study used to index identities as “fighters” or “non-fighters”. The participants engaged or did not 

engage in activities directly related to the competitive dimension, such as fighting training and 

competition, and in practices more symbolically indexing fighter identities, such as particular ways 

of wearing the taekwondo suit, performing religious practices or changing their clothes in the gym 

rather than the dressing rooms. They also indexed mutual social fellowship rather than sports skill 

ambitions through, for instance, game-playing in the café or participation in weekend camps and 

parties. Thereby the participants positioned themselves (and were positioned) as more or less 
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oriented towards competition or social fellowship. Although these dimensions were related to 

broader ideologies within the field of association sports, the resources for displaying affiliation with 

the different social identity positionings were part of the shared repertoire specific to the club. The 

social meaning of, for instance, the practice of getting changed in the gym was locally developed 

and partly made available by the physical layout of the club (and of course the local shared history 

among the fighters). Furthermore, orientation towards competition fighting and fighting skills was 

considered valuable symbolic capital among the young members in the club, and those who were 

the most successful fighters had the highest social status among their peers (details in Madsen 2015: 

chapter 2). 

In this leisure setting, of course, a wide range of other identity-building resources and social 

positions were available to the participants, and a lot of these were not particularly related to the 

sports activity. However, my study suggested that it was significant to the participation in the 

community and to the local salience of particular categories and practices that this community was 

constituted as a sports association around a particular sport (with a certain historical background 

and structure as well as characteristic principles and ideologies). The space restrictions of this 

chapter will not allow for a detailed demonstration of the actual data analyses, and I will summarise 

of the results based on the ethnographic observations of practices as well as microanalyses of 

recorded interactions (Madsen 2015). The main empirical findings of my study were that:  

 competition as well as social fellowship were central values shaping the understanding of 

the sport in the club, but they were not incompatible contrasts; 

 higher age, masculinity, competitiveness and fighter competence was connected to high 

social status in the club; 

 younger female members were somewhat marginalised; 
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 gender, age and local norms related to the specific sport were more important to the 

participants’ involvement and interaction in the club than, for instance, their ethnic 

identities.  

 

The close analyses of interactions among some of the boys in the club further illustrated how they 

negotiated different academic identities through various interactional and linguistic means. The data 

showed that educational skills such as writing and spelling skills and the reference to high marks 

achieved in school counted and were employed as symbolic value among the youth in their more or 

less playful negotiations of local social status within the peer group. The older boys, in particular, 

valued a non-nerdy academic approach to school work. They emphasised display of skills and 

achievements and a relaxed approach to official rules. The boys carried out practices associated 

with classroom activities in leisure contexts and in ways not usually practiced in classrooms. For 

instance they competed in spelling, but chose terms for sexy underwear to challenge peers in the 

competitive spelling test. They also very explicitly demonstrated and competed in school related 

skills and achievements by bragging with high marks. Furthermore, the boys frequently employed 

non-standard linguistic features of the urban vernacular in combination with the school-related 

interactional activities. Thereby they challenged stereotypical assumptions about an opposition 

between successful academic and successful urban, streetwise, masculine youth identities. All of 

this occurred within the frame of the sports club activities.  

 

Three years after I carried out my field work, only five out of the 16 participants in my study were 

still members of the taekwondo club. The participants who remained were all boys, they were all 

positioned among the most central members in the community (according to my ethnographic 

analysis based on their practices during the field work period) and they all (in year 2008) competed 
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in taekwondo fighting on an elite level. The boys who remained in the club could be viewed as 

successful examples of “integration” as it is typically imagined. They were adolescents from the 

local neighbourhood with minority backgrounds who were very centrally included in the 

community of the taekwondo club. They oriented strongly to good school achievements and they 

had all continued in further education since they obtained the equivalent of upper secondary or high 

school exams in 2008 and 2009. One of the boys even claimed that he would have been in danger of 

becoming a criminal had he not become a member of the club. All three boys acted as guiding role 

models for the younger boys and they were looked up to by other young club members. There is no 

doubt that a club like this in this sense was an important socialising site for local youth, and this is a 

positive story, which should be told, but what about the members who left the club? 

 

The members who did not orient to the competitive dimension of the sports at all left the club 

eventually, and the most marginal members of the club were the young girls practicing in a girls’ 

only class and not participating in competitive fighting. While political funding bodies supporting 

integration projects in sports clubs present no further reflections of how membership of the clubs 

supposedly leads to integration, the practitioners who actually carry out the projects do show 

awareness of the relevance of sports skills, gender and keeping members (Madsen 2015: chapter 2), 

but it is also significant how gender, age and taekwondo competence is relevant and possibly 

connected. In this way a linguistic ethnographic study may contribute importantly to the sociology 

of sports, by showing that measuring successful inclusion in a sports club by, for instance, counting 

the number of members with a minority background, assuming that a club forms one coherent 

community and that membership equals involvement and development of shared democratic values, 

turn out to be insufficient. The peer-group norms have a crucial impact on the everyday 

participation in a sports club among youth, and in this club, interest in and abilities for competitive 
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martial arts were closely linked to inclusion in some of the peer-groups and to the relationship 

between the different groups. 

Participants in leisure activities can very well combine engagement in the activities and in the 

community, as I have reported, but my study showed that an interest in the sport is not enough to 

ensure continuous involvement. Sports skills are also important and may impact on the placement in 

the peer hierarchy. I found that for a young sports practitioner interaction with other peers 

constitutes the community. Since participation in leisure activities is voluntary, the acceptance by 

others in the peer community is likely to have a great impact on whether participants choose to stay 

in a club, and, of course, socialising and learning requires continuous involvement. From a ‘sports 

for all’ perspective it may be controversial that all sports are not for all, but from a practitioner’s 

point of view this is probably not surprising. This should not be read, though, as an accusation of 

the martial arts club (or competitive sports in general) for being discriminating and elitist. Rather 

the lesson to be learned is that leisure communities are shaped by the participants and indeed by the 

interest they evolve around. The measures of social status and values that come to count in such 

communities (at a certain period of time) may enable a sense of belonging for some, but restrict it 

for others.  

Within the sociology of sports interviews remain a central empirical source, and as a discipline of 

sociology it is informed by social theory, as I have shown above. In Danish work addressing 

integration through sports, in addition to Elias’ theory of the civilising process, Giddens’ (1984) 

division of system integration and social integration (on face-to-face-level) has been employed 

(Agergaard and Bonde 2013). The inclusion of Giddens’ notion of social integration suggests that 

there is an awareness that such processes of reciprocity do not just happen in institutions, but also 

between people. Yet the tools to describe the level of social integration in face-to-face interaction 

are not sufficient if analysis focuses only on content in interview reports. Besides, there is more to 
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face-to-face interaction than the co-presence of bodies in the same gym engaged in a sports activity, 

and a linguistic ethnographic approach offers nuanced accounts of these kinds of encounters.  

An example in point is the way in which the older boys in their interaction in the club demonstrated 

capability to navigate between the normative demands of peer-culture as well as majority cultural 

elite-expectations. The detailed analysis of such interactional sequences, I would argue, sheds light 

on socially integrating processes on a micro-level. Thereby attention to interactional activities and 

language use help us understand how such processes actually occur. This is because analysis of 

otherwise unnoticed details of speech makes us able to trace the experience and construction of 

social identities, social differentiation and alignments of participants, even though they might not 

express this openly in interviews. In the case-study I have reported from here, the reciprocity of 

practices that Giddens (1984: 28) refers to as integration is relevant to the situated linguistic and 

interactional conduct of the older boys in the club. By attending to the indexical meanings of the 

linguistic resources employed in combination with the interactional activities, I was able to show in 

my study how the boys used non-standard language associated with streetwise peer-culture and 

successfully integrated these with school-positive practices. In this way they combined different 

normative orders in their interactional and linguistic behaviour. Investigating how speakers use 

available linguistic material in combination with other signs for particular purposes is a way of 

getting at how they understand, react to and (re)create the social world. So the linguistic 

ethnographic study of a sports club may contribute with a significant methodological point: We 

need different approaches from what is commonly used in sports sociology, to grasp how 

individuals participate in a sports club community and how social processes, identifications and 

negotiations happen on the ground “within particular cultural contexts” as Harris and Parker (2009) 

called for. 
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So my research in the martial arts club certainly suggests an answer to the questions of what we 

may learn about sport from studying language and social identities. Looking at details of language 

use and situated social identity formation from a linguistic ethnographic perspective may lead to 

important knowledge about local sports-based communities. In return, as argued above, sports may 

also be of great interest to contemporary sociolinguistics of globalisation and super-diversity 

because as a site of socialisation sports can incorporate intense forms of cultural and linguistic 

diversity. But as also argued, sociolinguistic studies in sports clubs are rare, and a study like the one 

I carried out in the martial arts club contributes to this field of research by providing an account of 

both a) interaction around and affiliation with a sport interest and b) the wider institutional and 

discursive contexts within which this takes place.  

 

However my study was not from the onset intended to investigate sport as such. It was driven by an 

interest in how young people participate in a leisure community through their language use and 

interactional practices and how they enact and ascribe social identities within this social frame. Still, 

the sport and its competitive component were important to the social activities and relationships in 

this community, and on a local level it did matter that this was a martial arts club and, say, not a 

choir. However, the more general insights gained from this research such as those regarding the 

nuancing of the supposed socialisation and integrating potential of leisure activities and the 

importance of skills and local hierarchies, are very similar to those documented in a different study 

of a hip hop community (Madsen 2016). This suggests that some of the social processes occurring 

in the martial arts club were not specifically related to it being a sports club, but more likely to it 

being a leisure community around a popular cultural interest, different from communities 

developing within the institutional frames of schooling.  
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There are undeniably good reasons to be interested in sport as a sociolinguist and linguistic 

ethnographer (and as a human and social scientist in general), but there are also good reasons to 

reflect on which aspects of sport are interesting for what purpose, and why. The martial arts club 

from an outside perspective seems a highly super-diverse setting; A community around a Korean 

martial arts with already mixed traditions of military ranking and discipline and Buddhist 

philosophy, practiced in Denmark within the Danish democratic club structure and a members’ 

population of children from the local council estate with a wide range of ethnic family backgrounds, 

a majority of them Middle Eastern, among them a particular local peer-status ascribed to Arabic and 

Moslem indexicals, and all instructed by predominantly ethnic Danish students who are trained by a 

Korean Master. But in the everyday of the club the ethnic and cultural diversity seemed less 

significant than for example sports ideologies, age and gender relations. The super-diverse 

characteristics of this context were not what proved most interesting about it in itself, and among 

the club’s regular members it did not seem to be experienced as diverse. In addition, this setting was 

linguistically complex from a traditional category point of view, Korean was used for instructions 

and taekwondo-related terms during practice, the members would use whatever linguistic resources 

they had in common with other members when this was useful to them, and one could hear Urdu, 

Arabic, Thai, Polish, English etc. in addition to Danish. However, the main linguistic distinction in 

the club was between those who used the contemporary urban vernacular (a youthful speech style 

blending minority language features and a range of non-standard pronunciations, Madsen 2015: 

chapter 4) and those who did not (or between the social frames related to using more or less of one 

or the other linguistic style), and, again, it was not reacted to or understood as particularly hybrid or 

diverse.  

So when we may turn to sport as a research object or site to study super-diversity, linguistic 

practices and social identities we need to be clearer about what we want to investigate and how 
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sport relates to that. Yes, sport matters because “Sport and games are increasingly important 

components of popular culture around the world” and “sport and games are major ways in which 

people form personal and social identities these days” (Kraft and Brummet 2009: 11), but framed 

like this, and in fact in this publication on a par with mediated (computer) games, sport is but one 

(even if a major one) form of popular culture and the same may be said of fashion, music or other 

cultural forms. It may be more productive to be specific about the kind of contribution sport (and 

other popular and leisure cultural forms) can make to research on identity work and language. A 

couple of suggestions for such specifications could be:   

 Participation and positioning in local interest communities - in sports (and other leisure) 

clubs  

 Fandom and consumption of sports (and other popular culture) 

 Athlete identities  

 Participation in (more or less culturally and linguistically) diverse (sports) teams 

 Sport and professional identities and institutions            

 Place and club identities  

 Sports and nation-building 

I would argue that these are all interesting phenomena to research on social identities and sport from 

a super-diverse perspective with attention to their related linguistic (and others semiotic) 

articulations and representation, but for different reasons. The list is not exhaustive, but it should 

suffice to make the point that sport is not just sport, and that particular aspects of sport may have 

more in common with processes that occur in other popular or leisure contexts, while others would 

be similar to professional contexts. Some of these aspects may be connected, of course, but it 

should not be taken for granted that they illuminate the same kind of human social processes with 
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respect to social identities and linguistic practices just because they all relate to sport. So sport 

constitutes an important research area for human and social sciences, but if we wish to study 

linguistic practices and social identities rather than engage in disciplinary confirmation of sport as 

an independent field, we need to be aware that sports like other popular cultural forms relate to a 

range of different social arenas and activities.       

SUMMARY 

In this chapter I have discussed how the relationship between sport, social identities and language 

has been treated within the sociology of sports and in discourse and sociolinguistic studies.  I have 

offered some reflections on what we can learn about language, identities and super-diversity from 

studying sport and whether sport as such makes a distinctive contribution to sociolinguistic 

research. I described some trends in the sport-focussed research related to social identities and 

language, namely: A concern with confirming sport as significant and distinctive research object; an 

increasing interest in the discursive and representational aspects of sport (linguistic practices) and in 

sport as globalized, transnational and super-diverse; sport as closely related to social stratification 

and categorisation (ethnic, national, gendered, classed etc.) and therefore also inequality and power; 

but also as civilising and thereby potentially socialising and a means for overcoming differences. I 

reflected on some of the methodological and theoretical issues raised by these research trends, and 

engaged in a more detailed discussion of assumptions about the political and pedagogical potential 

of sport to create societal coherence based on insights from a multilevel sociolinguistic and 

ethnographic case study of an urban martial arts community. This led me to conclude that although 

sport constitutes an important research area for human and social sciences we need to be aware that 

sport is not just sport. Like other popular cultural forms sport relates to a range of different social 

arenas and activities, and we need to be clearer and more specific about what kinds of social and 

linguistic processes we want to investigate and how sport relates to that, if we wish to study 
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linguistic practices and social identities, rather than engage in disciplinary confirmation of sport as 

an independent field.  

FURTHER READING 
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i
 I had many years of experience with Taekwondo (as practitioner and instructor) and with the club before I began my 

research, but stopped teaching classes 3 months before beginning the field work. This meant that I could perhaps not as 

freely attempt a role as a researcher in the club, I was an involved participant and interacted in the way I would usually 

do with other club members during the field work. However, with respect to the young members’ peer-group I was 

clearly not a complete participant of and I could often assume a more observing role. 
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